Definition
The United States Criminal Record Locator check (USCRL) is a proprietary database check that searches over 800+ million records nationwide. The USCRL is used as a locator to identify additional jurisdictions in which an applicant potentially has a criminal record.

Recommended for
The USCRL is recommended as part of any comprehensive background screening package regardless of company size or industry as it develops additional jurisdictions where a crime may have occurred that may not be included by conducting searches based on where your applicant has reportedly lived, worked and/or went to school.

Sources
Data found in this search comes from 800+ million diverse sources such as statewide repositories, local county information, federal entities, Department of Corrections and Administration of Courts records

Turn Around Time
2-4 hours

Information Required
- Applicant Information – Name and Date of Birth
- Applicant AKA – Additional names that an applicant's record might be filed under (maiden names, nicknames, etc.)

Results Guidelines
Since the USCRL functions as a locator tool, it is important to note that this search is not offered as a standalone check as information is not reported directly from the database. Instead, the originating jurisdiction of the potential record is searched real-time to ensure the information is accurate, up-to-date, complete and reportable taking into account federal and state reporting limitations. The USCRL is also not a replacement for a Sex Offender Registry search. Consultation with qualified legal counsel is recommended for all employment law matters.

For further details call us today at 1-888-925-0922